Requests for Game Reschedule:
1. Contact opposing coach. Their contact info can be found by clicking their
name on the on-line schedule.
2. Pick a time that works for both of you, preferably a day when other games are
going on (this will help control referee costs).
3. Send request to Scheduler@Decaturyouthsoccer.com, and copy your
opposing coach also.
4. You will typically have confirmation within at least 24 hrs.
*Donʼt forget that some parents coach more than one team, and moving one
game can have an impact on several other aspects.
Practice Info:
U5 & U6 are recommended to practice up to 2 hours per week. You have the
choice of practice days--Tuesday, Thursday, or Saturday--when games are not
being held. Fields are shared with 2 teams per full field, allowing at least half a
field per team.
U8, U10, & U13 are recommended to practice up to 3 hours per week. You have
the choice of practice days--Tuesday, Thursday, or Saturday--when games are
not being held. Fields are shared with 2 teams per full field, allowing at least half
a field per team.
Rain Outs:
Practices and Games will continue in the rain. In the event of thunder and
lightning, we will make a decision at the earliest possibility. My goal is to have a
decision by 4:30 at the latest. We will send out a RainedOut alert to inform the
league of cancellations. (text DecaturSoccer to 84483 to sign up). Most of the
time the decision will come from Decatur Parks and Recreation based on field
conditions.
Decatur Parks and Recreation is the final authority on whether fields must be
closed due to field conditions and reserves the right to limit or disallow field
usage by a person, team, league, or organization based on field conditions,
behavior, disciplinary reasons, or other concerns.
ANY OTHER QUESTIONS contact Scheduler@decaturyouthsoccer.com

